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Constant increase in use of wireless infrastructure net-
works for business purposes created a need for strong
safety mechanisms. This paper describes WEP (Wired
Equivalent Privacy) protocol for the protection of wire-
less networks, its security deficiencies, as well as the
various kinds of attacks that can jeopardize security
goals of WEP protocol: authentication, confidentiality
and integrity. The paper also gives a summary of secu-
rity improvements of WEP protocol that can lead to a
higher level of wireless network infrastructure protection.
Comparative analysis shows the advantages of the new
802.11i standard in comparsion to the previous security
solutions.
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1. Introduction

Wireless networks are becomingmore and more
popular today. Big corporations are using them
more and more often due to their advantages.
Popularity of localwireless networks owesmuch
to their advantages, such as: user mobility, fast
and simple installation, flexibility, scalability
and relatively low price. WLAN (Wireless Lo-
cal Area Network) enables users to access re-
sources no matter of the place they occupy. By
using mobile computers, users can have the ac-
cess to the resources no matter of their loca-
tion within the wireless network. All the above
mentioned advantages come from the medium
that transfers the data – with the wireless net-
works, it is the air. Data are transferred via ra-
dio waves spreading throughout the space and
thus the information reaches anyone with the
appropriate radio receiver. Therefore, there is a
problem of the protection of information. Tra-
ditional mechanisms for the physical protection
of wired networks (firewalls and shields) can-
not be applied to the protection of wireless net-
works. It was necessary to create mechanisms

for the protection of the wireless networks in
order to enable users to use wireless networks
and feel sure about the accuracy of information
and their privacy. 802.11i standard for wire-
less local networks introduces WEP protocol
to try to solve the problems of protection and
to make the level of protection of wireless local
networks similar to the protection level of wired
local networks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 specifies various kinds of at-
tacks that can jeopardize security goals of WEP
protocol: authentication, confidentiality and in-
tegrity. Section 3 describes WEP protocol for
the protection of wireless networks. Section
4 deals with the basic security deficiencies of
the WEP protocol. Significant safety improve-
ments of WEP protocol that can lead to a higher
level of wireless network infrastructure protec-
tion are described in Section 5. This section also
gives the comparative analysis of WEP proto-
col and WPA and WPA2 solutions with clearly
identified advantages of the new IEEE 802.11i
standard in comparison to previous safety so-
lutions. Section 6 describes two symmetrical
cryptographic algorithms, RC4 and AES, used
for wireless protocols in order to maintain data
confidentiality and integrity. The conclusion is
given in Section 7.

2. Security Threats to 802.11 Wireless
Networks

Protection of wireless networks means protec-
tion from attacks on confidentiality, integrity
and availability. There are four attack tech-
niques that can violate confidentiality or privacy
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[1]: traffic analysis, passive eavesdropping, ac-
tive eavesdropping with partially known plain-
text and active eavesdroppingwith known plain-
text. One of these techniques can be applied to
violate both confidentiality and integrity or only
confidentiality and only integrity.

Traffic analysis. It is a very simple technique
that enables an attacker to take over a packet dur-
ing its transmission. This technique enables the
attacker to have access to three types of informa-
tion. The first type of information is related to
identification of activities on the network. The
second type of information important to the at-
tacker is identification and physical location of
AP in its surroundings. The third type of in-
formation an attacker can get by traffic analysis
is information about the communication proto-
col. An attacker needs to gather the information
about the size and number of the packet over a
certain period of time.

Passive eavesdropping. This technique is used
to watch over an unlimited wireless session.
The only condition to be fulfilled is that the
attacker has the access to the area of emission.
With a decrypted session the attacker is able to
read the data during its transmission and gather
them indirectly by surveying the packets. This
kind of attack is not based on violation of pri-
vacy, but information gathered in this way can
be used for more dangerous kinds of attacks.

Active eavesdroppingwith partially knownplain-
text. During this type of attack, the attacker
watches over a wireless session and actively in-
jects his own messages in order to reveal the
content of the messages in the session. Precon-
dition for this type of attack is access to commu-
nication area and some knowledge on the part of
the message, such as IP address. The attacker is
able to modify the content of the packet so that
the integrity of the message remains preserved.
Usually the attacker changes final IP or TCP
address.

Active eavesdropping with known plaintext. In
this type of attack, the attacker injects messages
known only to him into the traffic in order to
create conditions for decryption of the packets
that should be received by other wireless users.
These conditions are created by creating IV se-
quence and message for each single message
that is sent. After some time, when a packet
with the same IV as in the database appears,
the attacker is able to decrypt the message. The
only way to prevent this kind of attacks is to
change WEP key often enough.

There are three techniques that can violate the
integrity of the traffic [1]: unauthorized access,
highjacking attack and replay attack. In order
to successfully implement these techniques, it is
necessary to apply attack techniques for privacy.

Unauthorized access. The above mentioned at-
tacks are directed towards the network in gen-
eral, not towards users. But, once the attacker
gets access to the network, he is able to initi-
ate some other types of attacks or use network
without being noticed. Some may think that
unauthorized use of the network is not a signifi-
cant threat to the network since the access rights
allocated to resources will disable the attackers.
However, usually, an unauthorized access is the
key to initialization of ARP (Address Resolu-
tion Protocol) attack.

VPN (Virtual Private Network) and IPsec so-
lution can protect users from the attacks that
directly influence the confidentiality of appli-
cation data, but it cannot prevent attacks that
indirectly ruin confidentiality. Man in the mid-
dle, highjacking and replay attacks are the best
examples of these kinds of attacks.

Man-in-the-middle-attack. This attack enables
data reading from the session or modifications
of the packets which violate integrity of the ses-
sion. There are several ways to implement this
type of attack. One is when an attacker disrupts
the session and does not allow the station to
re-establish communications with the AP. The
station tries to establish session with the wire-
less network through AP, but can do that only
through the workstation of the attacker pretend-
ing to be AP. At the same time, the attacker
establishes connection and authentication with
the AP. Now there are two encrypted tunnels
instead of one: one is established between the
attacker and AP, while the second is established
between the attacker and the station. This en-
ables the attacker to get access to the data ex-
changed between the workstation and the rest
of the network.

ARP attacks. This is the sub-type of the man-
in-the-middle attack since these attacks are di-
rected towards one component ofwired network
[2] and towardswireless clients [3]. The attacker
escapes authentication or provides false accred-
itations. By geting the false accreditations, the
attacker becomes a valid user and gets the access
to the network as authenticated user.
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Highjacking attacks. By this type of attack,
the attacker deprives the real owner of the au-
thorized and authenticated session. The owner
knows that he has no access to the session any
more, but is not aware that the attacker has taken
over his session and believes that he has lost the
session due to ordinary failures in network func-
tioning. Once the attacker takes over a valid
session, he can use it for various purposes over
a certain period of time. Such attack could be
combined with DoS attack [4]. It happens in a
real time.

Replay attack. This type of attack is used to
access the network through authorization. The
session under attack does not change or disrupt
in any way. The attack does not happen in a real
time. The attacker gets the access to the network
after the original session expires. He comes to
the authentication of one or more sessions, and
then replies to the session after a certain period
of time or uses a couple of sessions to compose
the authentication and reply to it.

There are several types of DoS (Denial of Ser-
vice) attacks that can violate availability of the
network. Jamming and attack on 4-way hand-
shake are only some of the DoS attacks.

Jamming. Jamming [5,6] is one of DoS attacks
on network availability. It is performed by ma-
licious attackers who use other wireless devices
to disable the communication between users in
a legitimate wireless network.

Attack on 4-way handshake. The last phase
in the authentication process, 4-way handshake
process, proved to be unsafe for DoS attacks,
though some of the attacks start in the first phase
of the authentication process, but appear during
the 4-way handshake process. In order to pre-
vent the processor and the waste of memory
resources, static and dynamic 4-way handshake
solutions for protection from DoS attacks [7],
as well as solutions for early detection of DoS
attacks in the first phase of the authentication
[8] have been introduced.

3. WEP Protocol

WEP protocol is the basic part of IEEE 802.11
(IEEE – Institute of Electrical and Electron-
ics Engineers) standard for the protection of
WLAN networks. The basic function of WEP
protocol is to provide data security in wireless
networks in the same way as it is in the wired
networks. Lack of physical connection among
users and wireless networks enables all users
within the network range to receive data if they
have appropriate receivers. The only possible
way to protect this kind of network was to create
a protocol that would work on the second layer
of OSI model and, in this way, provide the data
protection during the transmission. In order to
protect data transmitted among the communi-
cating parties, WEP uses shared secret key of

Figure 1. WEP protocol execution.
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40 to 140 bits. WEP protocol is applied through
the following three steps [9]:
— CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Code) message is

calculated and added to the originalmessage.
— The second step in WEP protocol applica-

tion is encryption (as shown in Figure 1).
The message is encrypted by RC4 algo-
rithm. Encryption is d one in three phases.
First, pseudo-random data sequence of three
bytes is generated (IV – Initialization Vec-
tor) to extend the key. Then RC4 algo-
rithm generates keystream based on the new
key. Encryption ends with the application
of exclusive or function (XOR) between
keystream and message thus resulting in en-
crypted message.

— The last step is to transmit sequence IV and
encrypted message.

Once the message has come to its final destina-
tion, the reverse procedure is applied. Again,
the extended key is generated on the basis of
transferred IV and shared key; then RC4 al-
gorithm generates keystream, XOR function is
calculated between keystream and message that
arrived, and, as a result of XOR function, de-
crypted message is received. The accuracy of
CRC sum for a decrypted message is calculated
by CRC of the decrypted message. Then it
is compared to the sent CRC. If the decrypted
message CRC is the same as the sent CRC, the
message received matches the message sent.

WEP protocol should achieve three main safety
goals [10]:

Authentication. It is the procedure used to con-
firm identity of the communication participants.
According to IEEE 802.11 specification, there
are Open System Authentication and Shared-
key Authentication. Open System Authentica-
tion enables mobile stations to access the ac-
cess point without confirmation of the station’s
identity. This is a one-way authentication since
mobile stations believe to communicatewith the
right access point. Open System Authentication
is very sensitive to attacks and allows unau-
thorized access. Shared-key Authentication is
based on encryption technique and on questions
and answers procedure between a station and
the access point. The authentication process is
ended when the access point decrypts the sta-
tion’s answer by shared key and thus enables
the access of the workstation only if decryption
result is equal to the question that has been sent.

Confidentiality. In 802.11 standards the confi-
dentiality is realized by encryption technique.
WEP protocol for the protection of confiden-
tiality uses RC4 algorithm and symmetrical key
together with pseudo sequence. In general, ev-
ery increase in key length brings the increase in
protection. However, recent brute-force attacks
on wireless local networks are jeopardizing pri-
vacy. This means that WEP protocol is sensitive
to attacks no matter of the key length.

Integrity. WEP protocol provides integrity of
messages transmitted between stations and ac-
cess point by using CRC technique. Integrity of
message received is violated when the check-
sum differentiates. In this case, the message
received is rejected.

4. Security Deficiencies of WEP Protocol

Although WEP protocol uses RC4 algorithm
that is highly reliable, there are several safety
deficiencies. This section describes WEP pro-
tocol deficiencies.

The risk of keystream reuse. In [11,12] WEP
protocol a key is extended by IV stream in or-
der to get different keystreams for encryption of
each of the transferred frames. However, there
are some deficiencies in using the keystreams.
The deficiency is in the result that we get when
calculating XOR function with the arguments
that represent two messages encrypted by the
same keystream – the result is the same as if
the XOR was calculated between plaintext en-
crypted by the same keystream. If the result
generated by the XOR function applies to one
plaintext we can then decrypt the second en-
crypted message.

The risk of keystream reuse is security defi-
ciency ofWEPprotocol. This problem is caused
by repeating IV sequence since:
— The key is changed rarely, so when the same

IV is generated together with the same key
that has not been changed, we get a repeated
keystream. Attackers can very easily access
the IV since it is not encrypted during the
packet transmission.

— Some of the PCMCI cards reset IV to 0 each
time they are initiated.

— WEP standard proscribes the length of IV
that cannot be changed.
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Key management. A standard does not spec-
ify in what way the key distribution is done.
Globally shared key of 4 streams was in use for
some time. Each message contained a field for
the identification of a key that is in use. How-
ever, this principle was not sustainable, so now
we have mainly one key in a wireless network.
This means that if one key is used by more
than one user, chances for key decryption are
increased. Administrators set user workstation
configurations alone, in order to solve this prob-
lem. The best way is to change the key often
enough. This, however, requires reconfigura-
tion of wireless network driver on the each of
the workstations each time the key is changed.
The problem may occur with the large scale
networks since it is time consuming. Wireless
networks without key management enable at-
tackers to analyze the data transmitted through
the network easily and make IV base for mes-
sage decryption.

WEPprotocol uses checksumgenerated byCRC-
32 algorithm to check if the message is changed
during the transmission. Checksum alone can-
not prevent attackers from falsifying the mes-
sage being made to detect accidental errors in
the message and not to prevent message mod-
ifications. Therefore, the attackers are able to
modify the message or inject some other mes-
sage.

Message modification. Message modification
means modification of messages in the process
of transmission. The message receiver will not
notice that the message was modified. This
security deficiency takes origin from the WEP
checksum that is linear function of the message.
Due to linear characteristics of the checksum,
there is a possibility to control modifications
in the encrypted message without changing the
checksum. This means that it is possible to
do any modifications in an encrypted message
with no fear that the receiver will notice these
modifications.

Message injection. This security deficiency of
WEP protocol comes from two WEP protocol
characteristics:
— WEP checksum is an unlocked function, and
— It is possible to apply the old IV functions

with no detection by receiver.

Due to the first characteristic, anyone knowing
the message can calculate the checksum field.
This allows escaping access control measures.

The second characteristic enables attackers to
inject their message in case they know IV se-
quence and keystream. An attacker encrypts
his own message by knowing the keystream
and sends it to the receiver. Since the message
comes with the IV sequence, the receiver will
be able to decrypt the message without noticing
that the message was injected.

Message decryption. Possibility of modifying
encrypted packets without being noticed can be
applied for decryption of the messages sent to
users. WEP uses keystream that is presumably
safe (RC4), which means that direct attack on
encryption will not succeed. Recipients can de-
crypt the message only if they have the secret
key. Access point with IP router role could be
used for decryption. Encrypted packet could be
modified during transmission by a new Internet
address of the attacker’s locations. The access
point would then decrypt the packet and send it
to the new destination where it could be read by
the attacker.

5. Safety Improvements of WEP

Safety improvements ofWEPprotocol are based
on the improvements of the mechanisms for
preservation of WEP security goals. It has been
noticed that it is not RC4 encryption algorithm
causing WEP protocol deficiencies, but the rep-
etition of the encryption keystream. The first
solution used to overcome this problem was
RSA patch for WEP that enabled each pack-
age to have a different key. The new im-
provement appeared as Wi-Fi Protected Access
(WPA), a temporary solution that did not re-
quire any upgrades or hardware replacements.
In order to improve data confidentiality and in-
tegrity, WPA2 applies a new encryption algo-
rithm, AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
Introduction of the new algorithm requires new
equipment and creates incompatibility with the
existing wireless equipment. WPA2 introduces
safe “mixedmode” that supportsWPAandWEP
workstations. IEEE group designs a safety
authentication mechanism via 802.1x network
port, known as Robust Security Network As-
sociation (RSNA) in order to improve the au-
thentication mechanism in wireless networks.
Introduction of IEEE 802.1x and specification
defines two kinds of safety algorithms: RSNA
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and pre-RSNA. Pre-RSNA is the connection
with the old WEP protocol and the old way
of authentication. The development process of
WEP safety improvements is shown in Figure 2.

RSNA provides two protocols for data confi-
dentiality, TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity Pro-
tocol) and AES-CCMP (Counter-mode/CBC-
MAC Protocol). TKIP protocol provides com-
patibility with WPA and WPA2, while AES-

Figure 2. WEP protocol safety improvements.

5.1. RSA Patch for WEP

RSA Security and Hifn have discovered a new
way of fast generation of keys unique for each
of RC4 algorithm packets. The new solution is
named Fast Packet Keying and it uses hash tech-
nique of fast generation of a unique keystream
for each packet. The solution is based on the
following rules [13]:
— A128 bit RC4 key named temporal key (TK)

is used for encryption and decryption,
— A keystream generated by RC4 algorithm is

used for encryption and decryption, and
— Initial vector value cannot be used more than

once.

RSA uses a special hash function applied in two
phases. In the first phase, transmitter address
(TA) is injected into the temporal key provid-
ing thus a different key for each packet. This
means that in the process of data transmission
from workstations to access point, a set of keys
different from the set of keys used during data
transmission from the access point to the work-

CCMP protocol provides higher confidential-
ity and compatibility with WEP2 mechanism.
RSNA also provides improved 802.1x authenti-
cation and protocol for key management.

Improvements are adjusted to the existing net-
work equipment without any significant perfor-
mance malfunctions. The new 802.11i standard
introduces a new mechanism for message en-
cryption, integrity check and authentication.

station will be used. In the second phase, there
is a combination of the first phase output with
IV, generating thus a unique keystream for each
of the packets.

In comparison to WEP protocol, Fast Packet
Key solution seems to be more complex since
it takes more time for key generation. But the
first phase output can be cashed once the second
phase has ended. First phase cash and gener-
ated 16 bits IV will generate key for the next
packets.

Many manufacturers of wireless networks have
accepted this patch for their products in order
to raise the level of safety. There are four key
elements for which this patch is significant in
the wireless equipment market:
— Low price,
— Easy implementation for both new and old

products,
— Possibility of distribution via e-mail, and
— Increased safety.
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5.2. Wi-Fi Protection

IEEE studied all details of WEP security prob-
lems and focused on the design of new safety
mechanisms for wireless networks. The solu-
tions are offered in 802.11i standard. However,
standard issuance and ratification can take a few
years and the market makes a pressure on man-
ufacturers so that they are not in a position to
wait for standard issuance and ratification to
be finished. In order to solve this problem,
Wi-Fi defines WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access)
standard to improve the protection of wireless
devices. WPA has contributed to the increased
protection of wireless communications through
the increased level of data protection and ac-
cess control of current and future solutions to
wireless networks. WPA is designed to be the
software upgrade to the existing devices and is
compatiblewith the new IEEE802.11i standard.
WPA has several purposes:
— To be a strong protective mechanism for

wireless networks,
— To be interoperable,
— To replace WEP,
— To enable the existing Wi-Fi wireless de-

vices to be upgraded with the new software
solution,

— To be applicable in small, as well as in large
wireless networks, and

— To be applicable immediately.

The first improvement [14] offered by WPA is
data encryption by TKIP (Temporal Key In-
tegrity Protocol). This protocol provides a
strong encryption mechanism whose character-
istics are:
— A unique stream for encryption of each of

the packets,
— Message integrity check (MIC, Michael),
— IV extension, and
— Repeated key mechanism.

The second improvement is related to the strong
security authentication of the users through
802.1x andEAP (ExtensibleAuthentication Pro-
tocol).
In large networks, WPA uses authentication
server RADIUS to secure centralized manage-
ment and control of the access. In small SOHO
(Small Office/Home Office) networks, there
is no centralized authentication server so that
WPA is initiated by a special mode. This mode
is also called Pre-Shared Key (PSK) and it en-
ables users to authenticate by a password or a

key. Users have to enter a password (or a key)
to the access point, otherwise home network
reaches each of the workstations included in
the Wi-Fi wireless network. Devices with ap-
propriate password can be networked and thus
protected from eavesdropping and other unau-
thorized users.

5.3. TKIP

TKIP is a collection of algorithms created to
improve and solve security problems of WEP.
Majority of cryptographic functions is realized
through hardware inwireless networks adapters,
thus it is not possible to improve the hardware.
RC4 is an encryption device implemented in
hardware of wireless network adapters and is
not replaceable. To solve this problem TKIP
uses RC4 device in the way that changes the
methods of use of the shared key. In WEP,
shared key is used directly in encryption, while
in TKIP it is used for generation of other keys.
TKIP algorithms can be applied in the current
wireless equipment without significantly ruin-
ing the performance.

TKIP gives WEP four new improvements [15]:
— Encrypted message integrity code to prevent

message falsifications,
— Strict IV sequences to prevent replay attacks,
— Key generation, and
— Mechanism to refresh keys in order to pre-

vent attacks related to key repetition.

Encrypted message integrity code (MIC). MIC
is an encryptionmechanism based on hash func-
tion design to work on existingwireless network
adapters in order to detect false messages. MIC
mechanism consists of three components:
— authentication key (Michael key, both the

sender and the receiver have the same key),
— tag function, and
— verification.

Tag function generates the tag based on the au-
thentication key and message. Generated tag is
an encryption for integrity check and is sent to-
gether with a message. Receiver performs ver-
ification and if the result is TRUE, that means
that the message is original, if the result is not
TRUE, that means that the message is false.
MCI strength is in the number of tag bits (n).
This means that if the attacker wants to send a
false message, 2n messages have to be sent [16].
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MIC has a level of protection of n = 20, while
the strongest attacks could generate 229 mes-
sages. It is obvious that MIC with the above
given level of protection is not completely safe.
Therefore, TKIP implements mechanisms for
detection of false messages and in case there
are two false messages in a second, it is consid-
ered to be an attack. In that situation keys must
be erased, session must be terminated and one
minute has to pass before the new session with
the new TKIP and Michael keys is established.

Strict IV sequences. False messages appear
when the attacker meets the message and sends
it as his own. Usually, this problem is solved
by linking IV counter with the MIC key. Each
time the MIC key is replaced, IV sequence is
reinitialized. This strategy requires the trans-
mitter to stop its transmission when the same
IV sequence repeats for one MIC key. This
happens when communications ceases or MIC
key changes. TKIP affects IV sequence. Trans-
mitter and receiver set IV to zero each time
TKIP key is changed. Sender increments IV
sequence for each packet that is sent. TKIP re-
quires receiver to supervise all sequences of the
IV sequence that has just arrived. If the newly
arrived IV sequence is smaller or even the same
as the previous IV sequence for the same TKIP

key, or if IV sequences arrive in no logical order,
then it is a reason to dismiss these messages.

Key generation. In WEP protocol a unique key
for each packet is based on concatenation of un-
changed key and IV sequence. As a result of
this key generation there is his often repetition.
For each of the packets a new key is generated
by hash function based on TKIP key and IV
sequence. It is called temporal key since its du-
ration is temporal and it changes when its time
elapses.

Key generation in TKIP protocol has two phases
(Figure 3):
— In phase 1, hash function is calculated based

on the MAC address of the sender, tempo-
ral session key and high 32 bits of IV. This
phase is calculated only if temporal key of
the session is changed.

— In phase 2, hash function is calculated by the
phase 1 output and low 16 bits of IV. As an
output, we have a key stream of 128 bits. In
fact, the first 3 bits of phase 2 are compatible
with IV in WEP, while the remaining 13 bits
are compatible with WEP. The purpose of
phase 2 is to make it difficult for the attacker
to find correlation between IV and a key for
each of the packets.

Figure 3. WEP protocol safety improvements.
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The analysis of C code that implements both
phases shows that some of the cryptographic
characteristics of S-box have been applied [17].

Refresh key mechanism. TKIP mechanism has
three keys:
— Temporal key,
— Encryption key, and
— Master key.

Temporal keys. Temporal keys are 128 bit en-
cryption key and 64 bit key for encryption of
data integrity. TKIP uses separate key sets
on both sides of connection, so that there are
four temporal keys in total. TKIP identifies
these sets of keys by 2 bit identification device
named WEP keyid. When first connection is
established, the first set of keys is immediately
connected to one of the two sets of WEP keyid.
When a new set of keys is created, a new keyid is
distributed to it. After the connection between
a new pair of temporal keys is established TKIP
implementationwill continue to receive packets
on the old keyid and its keys. However, later
on, the transfer will be conducted only via new
keyid and its keys. New temporal keys are cre-
ated with the first or repeated establishment of
connection.

Encryption key. Encryption key protects tem-
poral keys. There are two of these keys – one is
used to encrypt the message to introduce tem-
poral keys, while the other serves to protect the
message from being falsified.

Master key. Master key is exchanged among
workstations and 802.1x authentication servers.
This key is directly related to authentication and
is used for secure distribution of key streams.
Master key is created after a successful authen-
tication and is related to one session only.

5.4. 802.1x

IEEE 802.1x [18] is standardized way to the
network secure access. By using security meth-
ods in 802.1x standard it is possible to access
the network securely, even when products of
different manufacturers are in use. 802.1x is
only a part of security technology that disables
unauthorized access to the network and does not
control traffic of the authorized users. 802.1x
does not require a specific authentication pro-
tocol, but uses EAP for encapsulation of other
authentication protocols (LEAP – Lightweight

Authentication Extension Protocol; EAP-TSL
– Transport Layer Security; EAP-TTLS – Tun-
neled TLS; EAP-PEAP – Protected EAP). A
successful authentication [19], both of a client
and authenticator, has to be completed before
any traffic from the client is allowed. Be-
fore authentication 802.1x logical component
(PAE – Port Access Entry) prohibits any traffic
except for the EAP request that is being for-
warded to the authentication server. Based on
the EAP message, authentication server deter-
mines whether a client has or does not have an
access to the network. Then it sends a message
to the authenticator and, based on the message,
the port is either in the position to prohibit or
approve the traffic.

Previous researches have showed that primary
authenticationmethod [20] (open authentication
system and shared key authentication) and ac-
cess control based on MAC control lists are not
secure mechanisms. In order to solve the prob-
lem, IEEE group designed new security archi-
tecture for wireless local networks – Robust Se-
curity Network (RSN). RSN provides a mecha-
nism for connecting to the network only through
an authorized 802.1x network port. Network
port represents a connection between the sta-
tion and AP. RSN uses three entities defined
by 802.1x standard: station, authenticator and
authentication server. The station is an entity
that wants to access the network through au-
thenticator’s network port (access point). The
station is authenticated through authenticator on
authentication server from which it receives ac-
creditations.

RSN connection is performed in three phases
[21, 22, 23]:

Phase 1: Request, authentication and associa-
tion. The station looks for theAPwith appropri-
ate SSID. All APs in the range answer with the
Probe Request framework, as shown in Figure
4. When the station identifies with which AP
it is connected and accepts its parameters, au-
thentication is performed as well as connection
to the AP. At the end of phase 1 the workstation
and the AP establish security rules and 802.1x
authentication port is locked. 802.1x network
port remains locked as long as the authentica-
tion procedure has been completed.
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Figure 4. Request, authentication and association.

Phase 2: 802.1x authentication. In this phase
the station is authenticated with the authenti-
cation server. The station and the AP have to
authenticate mutually in order for the station to
escape false access points and for the access

points to escape false stations. 802.1x standard
uses EAP for different authentication mecha-
nisms. In communications between the station
and the authenticator, EAP protocol uses four
messages: EAP Request, EAP Response, EAP
Success and EAP Failure. EAP can route mes-
sages to the authentication server (such as RA-
DIUS) through 802.1x port when it is locked.
EAPpackets between the station and the authen-
ticator encapsulated EAPOL (EAP over LAN)
packets, while EAPmessages between authenti-
cator and authentication server are encapsulated
in RADIUS packets. The station sends EAPOL
start message to the authenticator. Based on this
message, the authenticator requires station iden-
tification. The station then replies with identity
parameters that are forwarded to the authenti-
cation server by authenticator. Then the mutual
authentication between the station and authen-
tication server is done as shown in Figure 5.
If the mutual authentication is successful, the
authentication server generates Master Session
key (MSK) and forwards it to the authentica-
tor and to the station. PMK (Pair-Wise Master
Key) is then generated by the station and au-
thenticator based on the MSK.

Figure 5. 802.1x/EAP and 4-way handshake.
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Phase 3: 4-Way Handshake. The station and
the authenticator have to mutually confirm the
current PMK in order to complete successfully
RSNA (as shown in Figure 5). After success-
ful confirmation a PTK (Pair – Wise Transient
Key) is generated to be used for a secure transfer
of session data. Now 802.1x port is unlocked.

802.1x authentication has several advantages:
— Administrators can define users’ responsi-

bilities in the network, they do not have to
pair manually users’ names with MAC ad-
dresses, and can easily find mistakes and
supervise the network,

— Administrators allow access to the network
according to the manufacturer standards,

— An authorized port cannot be compromised
by a non-802.1x client,

— The authenticator waits for a certain period
of time for a client to re-authenticate before
the port is locked,

— A continuity of authentication procedure is
allowed in case the client was temporarily
unable to respond to authenticator’s request,

— It is allowed for more devices to access the
network by a shared mediator (such as hub),
and

— Protection is imposed to all users of the ac-
cess point.

— In addition to the advantages mentioned be-
fore, 802.1x authentication has also some
deficiencies. These deficiencies result from
the mistakes in 802.1x and EAP protocols
[24, 25] that the attackers have used for at-
tacks.

5.5. WPA, WPA2 and 802.11i

IEEE 802.11i [16], an IEEE standard ratified on
June 24, 2004, is an addition to IEEE 802.11
standard that deals with the protection of small
and large wireless networks. IEEE 802.11i
is designed to provide enhanced security in
the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer for
802.11 networks. WPA2 is a product of Wi-
Fi alliance that guarantees that all the equip-
ment with WPA2 installed can support the most
important characteristics of 802.11i. Wi-Fi
alliance enables AP usage supported only by
WPA2 mode and AP supported by mixed
WPA2/WPA mode. This means that WPA2
equipment is compatible with WPA. Due to

WEP security problems WPA2/WPA mode is
not allowed in WPA2 equipment.

WPAandWPA2/802.11i specify new standards
for authentication, encryption and message in-
tegrity.

Authentication. WPA and WPA2/802.11i use
802.1x/EAP for authentication and key exchan-
ge. 802.1x authentication model requires the
existence of 802.1x client, authenticator (access
point) and authentication server (RADIUS).
WPA and WPA2 use 802.1x for the authenti-
cation in large networks, while a shared key au-
thentication is used in small networks. 802.11i
introduces pre-authentication [26] in order to
escape re-authentication and reduce all late ar-
rivals caused by 802.1x. Reduced lateness of
802.1x would enable faster roaming between
wireless station and APs. This is very impor-
tant for the application sensitive to lateness.

Key Management. The process of management
and creation of the key is the same for the
TKIP and AES-CCMP (Advanced Encryption
Standard – Counter Mode with Cipher Block
Chaining message Authentication Code Proto-
col). Both TKIP and AES-CCMP are defined
by 802.11i standard, but there is a difference in
the number of keys. AES-CCMP uses the same
number of keys for message encryption and data
integrity while TKIP uses two keys. This differ-
ence is the result of the fact that TKIP is based on
RC4 encryption technique while AES-CCMP
uses advanced encryption standard.

WPAand802.11i encryption and integrity. TKIP
and AES-CCMP solution are introduced to im-
prove bad WEP encryption mechanisms. Wi-Fi
alliance integrated TKIP into WPA in order to
use it on the WLAN hardware. TKIP protocol
contains RC4, but introduces changes in the area
of message integrity, IV creation and key man-
agement, all that with the purpose of increasing
WEP safety.

AES-CCMP [27] is the core of 802.11i stan-
dard and is mandatory in 802.11i standard while
TKIP is supported by 802.11i standard. Future
WLAN equipment will use AES-CCMP for en-
cryption and message integrity. AES algorithm
[28] uses encrypted key of 128, 192 and 256 bits
for encryption and decryption of data in blocks
of 128 bits. 802.11i standard requires the use
of 128 bit AES-encrypted key. It means that a
message that cannot be divided into 128 bits has
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Figure 6. AES encryption by counter.

to be converted in 128 bits blocks before encryp-
tion. This is done by CCMP by adding random
data in blocks to become 128 bit blocks. When
decryption is completed, CCMP removes added
data that are not a part of the original message.

CCMP in AES-CCMP is a combination of two
AES counter mode encryption and CBC-MAC
(Cipher Block Chaining – Message Authentica-
tion Code protocol) techniques [29].

The first technique adds nonce and counter on
AES temporal key and encrypts a message by
XOR. Nonce is MAC address of the sender and
frame ordinal number. MAC address is used
in order to use the same increment in different
communications directions, thus providing dif-
ferent encryption streams. Packet ordinal num-
ber has a purpose to detect for the receiver in-
jection of old packets. Receiver remembers the
ordinal number of the last packet and accepts all
packets with bigger ordinal number. A counter
is changed for each of data encrypted blocks, as
shown in Figure 6. An attacker can find out a
starting value of the counter, but cannot know
which block applies to which increment.

For message security it is not enough only to en-
crypt the message, but to preserve the integrity,
too. CBC-MAC mechanism guarantees that the
message will not be modified during the trans-
mission between two devices. CBC-MAC is
based on CBC algorithm of encryption. This
algorithm operates in a way that it calculates
XOR between unencrypted and previously en-
crypted blocks, then it is encrypted by AES key
and XOR for that block is calculated by next
unencrypted block, as it is shown in Figure 6.

The procedure is repeated until the final 128 bit
CBC-MACblock is generated. It is obvious that
CBC-MAC block value depends on the value of
all previous blocks and since all these blocks are
encrypted, it is also obvious that CBC-MAC de-
pends on the key. If a receiver finds some irreg-
ularities with a CBC-MAC, it means that there
was message modification (message integrity is
ruined) or that the message was encrypted with
a different key.

Figure 7 shows the procedure of calculating
CBC-MAC.

Figure 7. CBC-MAC calculation.

This section describes differences betweenWPA
and WPA2/802.11i safety improvements. Ta-
ble 1 gives a comparison of these safety im-
provements in comparison to WEP as a first
solution to achieve safety goals in WLAN net-
works. Table also shows availability of safety
solutions in improvements of all three safety
goals.
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WEP WPA WPA2/ 802.11i

Authentication

Open authentication
system and shared key

authentication (same key
as for encryption) – Pre-RSN

Shared key authentication
and strong authentication
based on 802.1x and EAP

(RADIUS server)

Authentication based on
802.1x and EAP

(RADIUS server) and
pre-authentication, RSNA

Thoroughly researched
and documented

defficiencies
Removes all WEP

deficiencies
Removes WEP and WPA

deficiencies

40 bit key 128 bit key 128, 192, 256 bit keys

Encryption

Statical key distribution
– all network users use

the same key

Dynamic key distribution – new keys for each user,
session, packet

Manual key distribution
– it is necessary to enter
the key into each device

Dynamic key distribution

Uses IV Does not use IV

RC4 algorithm encryption AES algorithm encryption

Integrity CRC MIC (64 bit key) CBC-MAC (the same key
as for encryption)

Table 1. Comparative analysis of WLAN safety improvements.

6. RC4 and AES Cryptographic Algorithms

RC4 and AES cryptographic algorithms be-
long to the group of symmetrical encrypting al-
gorithms. Symmetrical encrypting algorithms
are algorithms that use the identical keys both
for the processes of encryption and decryp-
tion. These algorithms are completely pub-
lic, meaning that their safety is not based on
the algorithm secrecy but on the secrecy of the
key. The model of symmetric encryption sys-
tem consists of five elements: plaintext, en-
cryption algorithm, secret key, ciphertext and
decryption algorithm. The encryption process
takes place at the sender’s by having encryption
algorithm transform plaintext by K key into a
non-comprehensible message. The process of
decryption is the opposite: at the receiver’s, the
ciphertext is translated into a comprehensible
message by decryption algorithm and the key.

Symmetric cipher algorithms are divided into
two categories:

Stream cipher. The main characteristic of the
stream cipher is that the keystream is generated

from the initial value (secret key) and previ-
ously agreed algorithm. This cipher system ac-
cepts, at the start, a range of elements (bits or
bytes) of the plaintext that has been encrypted
immediately. In these systems, the key rep-
resents the input value into the pseudorandom
number generator that generates keystream.
Then, XOR function between each plaintext and
keystream bytes is calculated thus providing ci-
phertext.

One of the deficiencies of this cipher system is
caused by the use of pseudorandom stream. Al-
gorithm for generation of pseudorandom stream
is determined, meaning that, statistically, it is
not random. Thus, the same keystream will ap-
pear after some time. In order to improve the
design of sequential stream cipher, it is neces-
sary to consider the design issues of the stream
cipher given in [ 30].

Block cipher systems. Block cipher systems
process plaintext blocks of fixed length and gen-
erate ciphertext in blocks of the same length,
usually of 64 bits. Ciphertext is generated from
the plaintext by repeating the function F after
few rounds. The F function depends on the pre-
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vious round output and K key. This function is
also called round function as it has been applied
in each round.

These cipher systems use different cryptographic
modes as a technique for improvement of cryp-
tographic algorithm efficiency. A recommenda-
tion for block cryptographic modes [31] spec-
ifies five cryptographic modes for symmetri-
cal block cipher systems: Electronic Codebook
(ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), Cipher
Feedback (CFB), Output Feedback (OFB) and
Counter (CTR) mode. One of the algorithms
using cryptographic modes is AES with speci-
fication defined in FIPS Pub. 197 [32].

RC4 andAESbelong to different groups of sym-
metrical cipher systems. RC4 belongs to the
group of stream symmetrical cipher systems,
while AES belong to the group of block sym-
metrical cipher systems.

6.1. RC4

RC4 is the best known of all sequential cipher
systems. It was designed by Ron Rivest for
RSA Security in 1987. It uses key of variable
value and it is oriented on work with the bytes.
This cipher system works very fast due to very
small number of necessary operations. Thus, to
obtain one output data (encrypted byte), 8 to 16
mechanical operations are needed.

RC4 algorithm is very simple and easy to im-
plement. The key of variable length of 1 to
256 bytes is used for initializing 256 bytes S
array. S array contains permutation of all 8-bits
numbers from 0 to 255. Encryption and decryp-
tion stream, K, is generated from the S array by
choosing one of 255 unique stream conditions.

RC4 algorithm execution phases:

Initialization of S array. S array is initialized
by values of 0 to 255 in ascending hierarchy,
i.e. S[0] = 0, S[1] = 1, ..., S[255] = 255. At the
same time, a temporary array, T, is created. T
array fields are filled in by K key value depend-
ing on the initialization point and key length. If
a key length is keylen bytes, then the value of
the i-field of the temporary T stream is equal
to the K key value on i-filed in the key. The
initialization is shown by the following lines of
codes:

for i = 0 to 255 do
S[i] = i;
T[i] = K[i mod keylen];

Initial permutation of S array. T array is used
for initial permutation of the S array by chang-
ing the S[i] value with S[j] value, whereas j is
calculated by T array as shown in the following
lines of codes:

j = 0;
for i = 0 to 255 do
j = (j + S[i] + T[i]) mod 256;
Swap (S[i], S[j]);

Cipher Stream Generation. Cipher stream goes
through all the elements of S. Value of each
of the stream elements, S[i], is replaced by the
value of the element S[j], whereas j is calculated
by S[i]. After replacement of the S[i] and S[j],
t index is calculated, indicating the S stream
element whose value will be taken for cipher
stream. The scheme of generation of cipher
stream is shown by the following code:

i, j = 0;
while (true)
i = (i + 1) mod 256;
j = (j + S[i]) mod 256;
Swap (S[i], S[j]);
t = (S[i] + S[j]) mod 256;
k = S[t];

6.2. AES

In order to replace the “run out” DES, NIST
(National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy) has organized cryptographic competition
for a new cryptographic algorithm, according
to the requirements defined in [33], to be used
by government institutions. There were 15 pro-
posals and 5 of them were selected as best ac-
cording to the given requirements. In Octo-
ber 2000 NIST chose Rijndael designed by two
Belgian researchers: Joan Daemen and Vincent
Rijmen. Rijndael was much faster in compar-
ison to its competitors (MARS, RC6, Serpent,
Twofish) and required less memory in the pro-
cess of encryption and decryption. NIST pub-
licly released AES in 2001.

This algorithm belongs to the group of block
cipher algorithms. It supports keys and blocks
of 128 to 256 bits in sequences of 32 bits. The
length of the key and the length of the block
could be chosen independently. AES requires
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blocks of 128 bits and keys of 128, 192 and
256 bits. This actually means that there are two
types of AES, one of 128 bits block with 128
bits key, and another one of 128 bits block with
256 bits key.

But before we start with the encryption and de-
cryption process, it is necessary to review in
what way the input data and the key are pre-
sented.

The plaintext is divided into 128 bit blocks that
are the starting point for encryption and decryp-
tion algorithm. These blocks appear in the form
of square matrix of bytes [28]. The starting
block of the plaintext is put into the two dimen-
sional array of 4x4 bytes (state array) whose
value is changed after each completed algorithm
phase. After the final stage, state array is copied
to an output matrix.

The key of 128 bits is described in the same
way as starting blocks, with the square matrix of
bytes. Then the key is enlarged into the stream
of 44 32 bit words whereas each of the words
is equal to 4 bytes. Four words make the round
key. It is obvious that there are 11 keys, but the
work is conducted with 10 rounds. The first key
is used for initialization of encryption, while the
last key is used for initialization of decryption.
The rest of the keys is used in encryption and
decryption rounds.

When 192 bit or 256 bit key is used in the AES
algorithm, 12 or 14 rounds take place and the
key is enlarged to 52 or 60 words accordingly.

The starting matrix of the data block for encryp-
tion and decryption is filled in columns, mean-
ing that the first four bytes of 128 bit block oc-
cupy the first column of the matrix, the second
four bytes occupy the second column, and so on.
The same principle applies with the enlarged
key, meaning that the first four bytes make a

word that occupies the first column of the key
matrix.

The processes of encryption and decryption of
AES algorithm take place in a certain number
of rounds, whereas each of the rounds consists
of one permutation and three substitutions:

Substitution of bytes. AES defines matrix of
16x16 bytes containing permutation of all pos-
sible 256 8 bit values. This matrix is called
S-box. Each of the bytes of the original matrix
is mapped into the new byte in the following
way: the 4 most important bit bytes are order
index of S-box, while 4 less important bit bytes
are column index of S-box. According to the
two mentioned indexes, the value of the matrix
field is replaced by the respective value from
the S-box. Inverse substitution is conducted in
the same way by using inverse S-box. S-box is
designed in a way that is resistant to the crypto-
analytical attacks.

ShiftRows Permutation. This permutation is
conducted according to the rows of the origi-
nal matrix. The first row of the original matrix
remains the same. There is 1-byte circular left
shift in the second row. In the third row, there is
2-byte left shift, while in the fourth row, there
is 3-byte left shift. This permutation is shown
in the Figure 8.

MixColumn Substitution. This substitution is
conducted for each column. Each of the col-
umn bytes is mapped into a new value used for
all four column bytes. This transformation is
shown in Figure 9. Each of the elements in
substitute matrix is the product of the element
of one of the rows of the transformation matrix
and one of the columns of the original matrix.

Coefficients of transformation matrix are linear
with maximum distance between bytes of each
of the columns. Column substitution combined
with the row permutation enables that, after few

Figure 8. ShiftRows permutation.
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Figure 9. MixColumn substitution.

rounds, the value of the original matrix depends
on all input bits at the very beginning [34].
Output value is obtained by multiplication (*)
andXORoperation (circled plus symbol). Mul-
tiplication of the x value (in this case value 02,
i.e. 02*y) is calculated in the following way:
— if the most important bit y is equal to 0, then

1-bit left shifting is conducted. 0 is put in
the place of the last bit,

— if the most important bit y is equal to 1, then
1-bit left shifting is conducted. 0 is put in the
place of the last bit. The new value is now
added to (0001 1011) by XOR operation.

Inverse MixColumn substitution is conducted
in the same way by using inverse matrix.

AddRoundKey Substitution. In this type of sub-
stitution, the XOR function is applied between
the results of previous transformations and 128
bit round key. The transformation is conducted
in a way that each of the original matrix fields
XORs with the suitable extended key field (the
fields of the same index of the original matrix
and extended key are summed up exclusively).
Inverse transformation is identical asXORfunc-
tion is inverse in itself. This substitution affects
every bit of the original matrix.

The safety of the AES algorithm is secured due
to complexity of the key extension (each round
key) and the complexity of the above mentioned
transformations.

7. Conclusion

WEP is the first protocol for data protection
in wireless networks. This mechanism is de-
signed to achieve three safety goals: authen-
tication, confidentiality and message integrity.

This mechanism is based on RC4 algorithm (an
algorithm that can be trusted) but, still, WEP
does not achieve safety goals completely. Basic
WEPdeficiencies come from unsafe authentica-
tion, repeated use and open transfer of IV, key
management system and a mechanism for the
protection of message integrity that is not ap-
plied properly. All these deficiencies can lead
to many threats to WEP safety goals.

WPA contributes to the increase of wireless
communication protection by Wi-Fi standard
through increased level of data protection, ac-
cess control and integrity. WPA standard is
defined by software upgrade of current devices
and is completely compatible with a new IEEE
802.11i standard. WPA introduces TKIP group
of algorithms created to improve safety mecha-
nisms of WEP and provide strong and safe au-
thentication by 802.1x/EAP standard. 802.11i
introduces a new authentications standard, en-
cryption and message integrity. 802.11i defines
Robust Security Network Association (RSNA)
procedure to provide mutually strong authenti-
cation and key management procedure. AES
counter encryption contributes significantly to
the increase of data protection during commu-
nication transmission, while CBC-MAC con-
tributes to integrity preservation by mixing en-
crypted and non-encrypted data blocks.

802.11i standard provides a high level of pro-
tection from the attacks, but cannot solve all the
problems caused by some DoS attacks. One of
these attacks is jamming, whereas an attacker
can disable communications among wireless
networks users by using some devices.
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Appendix A: Abbreviation

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

AES-CCMP
Advanced Encryption Standard – Counter Mode with Cipher Block
Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol

AP Access Point
ARP Address Resolution Protocol
CBC Cipher Block Chaining
CBC-MAC Cipher Block Chaining – Message Authentication Code
CFB Cipher Feedback
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
CTR Counter Mode
DES Data Encryption Standard
DoS Denial of Service
EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol
EAPOL EAP over LAN
ECB Electronic Codebook
GTK Group Transient Key
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IP Internet Protocol
IPsec IP Security
IV Initialization Vector
LAEP Lightweight Authentication Extension Protocol
MAC Medium Access Control
MIC Message Integrity Check
MSK Master Session Key
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OFB Output Feedback
OSI Open Systems Interconnection
PAE Port Access Entry
PCMCI cards Personal Computer Memory Card International Association
PEAP Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol
PMK Pair-Wise Master Key
PSK Pre-Shared Key
PTK Pair -Wise Transient Key
RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
RC4 A Stream Cipher Algorithm
RSA Rivesi, Shamir, Adleman Algorithm
RSN Robust Security Network
RSNA Robust Security Network Association
SOHO Small Office/Home Office
SSID Service Set Identify
TA Transmitter Address
TCP Transmission ControlProtocol
TKIP Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
TLS Transport Layer Security
TTLS Tunneled Transport Layer Security
VPN Virtual Private Network
WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access
XOR Exclusive OR
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